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Abstract 

The theory of oscillator analysis in the immittance domain is prcscrlted. This the- 
ory enables the computer sirnulati011 of the steady state oscillator. The tiirnulation 
makes practical the calculation of the oscillator total steady state pcrfosmance, in- 
cluding noise. Some oscillator appIications of the PC program, BPT, crcatcd for the 
siniulation, are listed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the past 11 years, the writer has bccn developing theory f o r  oscillator analysis in the 
irnrnittance domain. "IMMITTANCE DOMATN" rneans that  the basic rt:lationsliips are expressed in 
terms of immittance, Z = R + jX  or Y = G -1- jB. 

Effective and facile application of the theory to real problems also necessit,at,ccl the creation of a 
PC computer circuit analysis program. The rcsults of this effort are: 

A remarkably simple oscillator theory which full y describes the oscilla tor opc:rat,ion and which 
is readily translatable into the real world. 

A very uscr friendly multipurpose circuit analysis program, RPT. 

The theory and program are universal in  that  they apply to all osc:illators, past, prcscnt,, ; incI  Inture. 
The theory and program are symbiotic, in that:  

To apply the prograrrl to  oscillators, the thcory rnust be used. 

The program is very helpful and almost indispensable in applying the t,hc:ory to  real oscillator 
problems including that  of improving the thcory. 

It should be noted that ,  as UPT does not incorporate any basic inforl-nat,iori I)cculiar to  oscillators, 
it follows that  the theory rriay be used, in conjunction with other circuit analysis programs, to analyze 
oscillators but with rrlucli greater, and perhaps prohibitive, difficulty. 

Thc theory is based upon thc corribiriation of 2 compatihlr: ost:illator rnodels: 

The negative resistance model (2) as the prirriary model. 

The noise source, amplifier, and filter, model (3) in wllic11 positive feedback produces t,hc neces- 
sary extremely high effective am~lif icr  gain, as the secondary modcl. 



2 THE NOISELESS OSCILLATOR 12] 

2.1 Fundamental relationships 

At steady state, in any mesh, of a hypothetically noiseless oscillator, 

From which, 

Defining, 

Then, 
RT = - R N  

2.2 Non-linearity considerations 

If the linear and non-linear elements are grouped together, then, from Eqs 2: 

From which, 

C &in = - C Riin 

Similarly, 

where the non-linear values are the effective values. 
Eqs 5 are very important since they state that it is only necessary to study the linear R and X 

elements to compute the totals of the non-linaar R and X elements. This fact drast,ically reduces 
the labor involved in the analysis and, very oftcn, it eliminates the need for considering thc detailed 
behavior of non-linear elements. 

2.3 Noiscless oscillator model 

Fig 1 is the simplified diagram of the oscillator resonator mesh. (The mesh containing the resonator 
is usually chosen for analysis as it has the most information.) 

As shown in Fig. 1, that part of the oscillator containing the resonator circuitry is called the osci, 
symbol 0s. The remainder is called the llator, symbol LL. 

From Eq 1 ,  
Zo8 = -zL~. [GI 

Also, 
A f = -AX~~/(Sxos/fif). 

Eq 7 enables the easy determination of oscillator frequency shifts caost:ti t)y llator changes. 



3 THE REAL OSCILLATOR 

3.1 Introduction 

The real oscillator always includes one or more llator noise sourccs in addition to the resonator fre- 
quency noise. The calculation of the contribution of the resonator noise to the oscillator noise is very 
simple (See Section 3.3) However, the calculation of the contributior~s of tk~c llator rioises is extremely 
difficult and constitutes a major topic of this paper. 

3.2 F'requency relationships 

The total frequency, F is described by, 

where fo is the carrier frequency and f is the offset or Fourier frequency. 

3.3 Contribution of the resonator frequency noise to  the oscillator noise. 

Let the resonator frequency noise be described as: 

Then the resonator frequency noise contribution to  the oscillator frequency noise a t  all oscillator 
locations is identical to  that  in Eq 9. 

The resonator frequency noise contribution to the oscillator phase noise a t  all oscillator locations 
is: 

The total phase noise a t  any oscillator location is given by the s ~ l r r l  of t,hat, o f  Eel 1 0  arlcl the sum 
of the contributions of the llator noise sources to  the phase noise at tha t  location. 

3.4 Contributions of the llator noise sourccs to the oscillatur noise a t  location 
m. 

Let the noise of noise source n be given by power spectrum, 

P S n ( f ) .  (11) 

Then the contribution of this source to  the oscillator noise power spectrurri at 1ocat)ion rn is: 

and 
PS,n(j) = PSn(f) * T F m n ( f )  

where TF,,(f) is defined as the transfer function of noisc sor~rce n to the oscillator rloisc at location 
rn. 

The total oscillator noise, PSt a t  location m, obviously is 



3.5 Real oscillator, special case, N configuration. 

Fig 2 is the complete diagram for the N configuration (N meaning noise) of a special case real 
oscillator. The fact that makes this oscillator a special case is that the noise source, V, , represents 
the total equivalent noise contributions of all the noise sources in the llator. 

All real oscillators always contain a non-physical resistance, dR. The value of dR is determined 
by the oscillator limiting, or ALC, system which sets the level of the oscillator output. 

Fig 2 includes the input, output, and common networks and the multiplc potential output points, 
available in every real oscillator. The noise in the output depends upon the output point location. 

Fig 2 also shows RV and XV which do not exist in the real oscillator. Their function is described 
in Sect 3.7. 

The oscillator, at steady state, at f = 0, (the carrier frcqucncy) satisfies Eqs 14 to 16, similar to, 
and derived from, Eqs 1 to 4. 

From which, 

and 

Also, it has been proven (5) that 

This equation is used in calculating the oscillator operating Q. 
Let 

I R N / ~ R ~ '  = ( A ~ ) ~ .  

3.6 Real Oscillator Operation 

a. The oscillator is constructed and power is applied. 

b. The operator sets the output level by adjusting the limiting circuitry and thr~s sct,ting d R .  

c. The oscillator determines fo, V,,, RT, dR and all other operating conditions. 

d. The oscillator determines the phase noise as a function of f .  

3.7 The real oscillator, special case, Z configuration 

Fig 3 is the complete diagram for the Z configuration (Z meaning jrnpcdnncc) of thc special case 
real oscillator. 

The purpose of this configuration is to cnahlc the precise setup of the necessary and sufficient 
oscillatory condition of Eq 14. Once this is done, wc arc ccrtain t,hat this configuration when converted 
to the N configuration represents a true oscillator at the desired frequency. 

As will be noted, the Z configuration differs frorn the N configuration in the following: 

a. The value, V,, of the noise is 0. 



b. The circuit has been broken and a 1 A current source insertecl. The value of the voltage, \', 
across this source is the value of the impedance Zt of Eq 14. When Zt has bee11 precisrlj 
adjusted to  dR a t  the desired frequency, fo,  then this % corlfigurrttiorl is ready for ronversior: rr. 
a N configuration. The adjustrrlent procedure is called -'zeroir~~-' . 

RV and XV are very small value trirrlrnable resistor arid reactor rt:spcctively, provitlcd to fttcilitati. 
zeroing. Their values are identical in the Z and N configurations 

The zeroing procedure has bccn automatized in thc cornpill,clr s~rrlulatc~ci laboratory arid thus rr;akcs 
practical the computer oscillator simulation. 

3.8 Computer simulated oscillator operat ion 

In the program oscillator, Z config. (See Fig 3) 

a. The oscillator is constructed by entering the circuit into slit computcr. 

b. The operator sets fo,  dR = 0, and V, 0. 

c. The program sets the cKc:ct,ivc gairi o f  t he  active circuitry., so that  Eq 14 is almost satisfied. 

d. The prograrrl adjusts RV and XV so that  the mesh impedance, Zt = '4; i n  Fig 3, sat lsfics 
Eq 14 to  a very high dcgrcc of precision. The  Z corlfigurasion is then cnnverted into the TS 
configuration. 

In the program oscillator, N config. (see Pig 2) 

e. The operator sets V ,  to  V, rcal. 

f. The operator sets dR to  the valrre where the desired oscillaf,rjr orltpu t is obtained as rneasurcd 
by the AC current a t  any 1 poirit or ac voltage betwccn a n y  2 poirlts. 

g. The program detcrrrlines the voltages and currents at  all other points. 

h. The program determines the phasr: noise at and between all point,s. 

i. The program determines Z t ( f ) ,  (see Fig 3) when dR is at, the vaiue of Stel-, f ,  a n d  Vn is st:T, I,r: 0 

3.9 Computation of the transfer functions, I'f~',,(f) in the real oscillator 

This is best done by using the program. The procedure is the following 

a. Start with the oscillator configured as in Sect 3.8, Step cl. lncludc rill the noise snurces, whlch 
are assumed to  be uncorrelaied. 

b. Create the equivalent N configuration, with the correct vaiilc r ? i  ( IK 

c. To compute TF,,(f), set the nlagnitudcs nf all rloise sources to  0, cxc-c>pt,ing f.hc source a t  
location n. 

d. Make the source, n, a unit white noise source. 

e. Determine the noise response a t  location m,  PS,,(f) . 

f .  Then from Eq 12,  

T F m n ( f )  = PSrn.,L(f], 

g . Repeat steps c t o  f for all noise sources. 



3.10 Oscillator noise, in all real oscillators, due to V, ( See Fig 2 ) 

3.10.1 

The resonator current, I,, phase noise, due to Vn, is given by: 

Zt(f)  is obtained with the Z configuration and 

3.10.2 Noise at other locations 

The phase noise in V, is almost the same as that in I,, except at the higher values off.  
Now that the phase noise in I, is known, the determination of the phase noise, at all other locations, 

is straightforward but, depending upon the circuit complexity, can be very difficult and tedious and 
is best done with the program. 

However, those desiring to perform the calculations should keep in mind the following rules when 
combining noises a t  any location: 

a. Noise voltages and currents, due to the same noise source, should be combined as phasors. 

b. Noise powers, due to different uncorrelated noise sources, should be combined as scalars. 

3.11 

The general relationship between P S ( f )  and the phase noise, C( f )  at the same location, is 

for all values of f ,  when PS(0)  does not approach infinity. 
Eq 22 is also useful for the case where Vn(f) has a flicker or other noisc component which the- 

oretically approaches infinity as f approaches 0 and thus theoretically also makes PS ( f )  approach 
infinity as f approaches 0. In this case, the oscillator noise power spectrum, at f when IXt(f) 1 >> dR, 
is independent of d R  which is set by the oscillator limiting system at the desired carrier. Therefore, 
at these values of f ,  

l ( f  = PS(f)IPC 

where PC is the arbitrary desired carrier reference power. 

4 PROGRAM APPLICATIONS IN OSCILLATORS 

The following applications to oscillators are cited to demonstrate the utility and power of program 
BPT when used in conjunction with the theory. 

4.1 Automatic zeroing of the Z oscillator configuration (coa.rse, active device gain setting 
and fine, impedance trimming) for the derivation of the Z t ( f )  relationship. 



4.2 Automatic calculation of the oscillator operating freqnency. Hoth 4.1 and 4.2 functions 
are high speed and high resolution executiox~s of their respective functions. 

4.3 Calculation of the DC operating point of oscillators. 

4.4 Includes a procedure for determining the AC operating point of a self--lirnit,ing oscillator. 

4.5 Includes a procedure for setting the AC and DC operating poin1,s irl A JJC type oscilla- 
tors. 

4.0 The program is a linear one but is designed to bc capable of bcing intcrfaccd with non 
linear operating conditions. Items 4.3 to 4.5 are examples. 

4.7 Investigation of the Zt(f) or Zt(?) function of an oscillator or circuit such as a Ilator. 

The following 5 examples illustrate the vcry uscful information obtained from llntor studies. 

4.7.1 The effect of component changes upon frequency. 

4.7.2 Overtone and mode selector gain margins and the effect of the resonator ovcrtonc arld mode 
selector circuitry upon the oscillator stability. 

4.7.3 Starting gain margin (loop gain, ALo) 

4.7.4 Effect of power dissipating components upon the loop gain and the operating Q. 

4.7.5 Effect of component tolerance and environment upon the alovc 4 it,c:rrls. 

4.8 Determination of bypass and coupling capacitor adequacy. 

4.9 The performance of subcircuits such as tuning nctworks. 

4.10 The determination of circuit isolation properties. 

4.11 Calculation of operating Q, from Eq 17. 

4.12 Studies of impedance properties of resonators arid other devices requiring high reso- 
lution. 

4.13 Investigation of the effect of component and subcircuit noisc up011 oscil1al;or noise. 

4.14 Determination of the circuit configuration for optimum noisc pcrformancc. 

4.15 Calculating and plotting oscillator phase noisc. It is not necessary to assurne sym- 
metrical noise sidebands. 

4.16 Calculating and plotting the resonator current phase noise for a llator whitc noise 
source from the Zt (f) relationship. 

4.17 In setting up an oscillator, the oscillator Z configuration is first crcatcd and then 
zeroed. (See Item 4.1). A facility is provided to autorriatically convert the zcrocd Z 
configuration into an N configuration and vice versa. 

5 THEPROGRAMAS ARESEARCHTOOL 

The following suggested applications illustrate the power and ust:fr~lncss nf t,hc program in research 
activities: 

5.1 The formulation, checking, and confirmation of ricw theory, ant1 new oscillator designs. 



5.2 Determination of component aging from experi~nerltally dcrivcd llator aging. 

5.3 Determination of component temperature characteristics from experirncrltally derived 
llator temperature performance. 

5.4 Determination of llator noise by experimentally deriving the oscillat,or phase noise and 
then program calculating the Vn(f) function required to produce that oscillator noise. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Extremely simple and powerful oscillator theory has been presented. 'l'his theory has been used in 
the creation of a computer program for the universal analysis of oscillator steady state pcrrcorrnance. 

The importance of Zt(f), RT, and dR and the tremendous power of analysis in the imrnittance 
domain complemented by computer aided analysis have been demonstrated. An important additional 
advantage is that this analysis method provides considerably greater understanding of thc operation 
of the real oscillator. 
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Figure 1: Noiseless Oscillator Model 
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Figure 2: Real Oscillator, Special Case, N Configuration 



Figure 3: Real Oscillator, Special Casc, Z Cor~figuration 




